WILLIAM GRAHAM ROBERTSON

Miscellaneous notes on Tasmanian history

CORRESPONDENCE

R.6/1-7 Frederick Watson  May - Nov. 1921
Letters from Frederick Watson of Historical Records of Australia in answer to various queries about early settlers.

8-19 Cecil Allport  1921 - 1923
Answers to queries on historical matters

20-26 W.N. Hurst  1920 - 1923
Answers to queries on early land grants etc., some in answer to Robertson's correspondence in the Critic under the pseudonym "Antil".

HISTORICAL NOTES

27 Miscellaneous historical notes
Including notes on early settlers and land grants, list of land grants, inns in Hobart 1829, 1833, Rokeby Cemetery, notes on Gospels and Church history. (bundle)

MISCELLANEOUS

28 Draft of conveyance: Oddfellows Hall, Richmond 192-
Rough draft or note in pencil.